Terminals from CIE Terminals give you a family of graphics any way you like. At a price you're going to more than like. The most inexpensive way: Add an all-new, high quality monochrome CIG-201 plug-in graphic card to a CIT-101.

Next most inexpensive way: Add a CIG-261 plug-in card to a CIT-161 for either monochromatic or color graphics. Next most inexpensive: (And we're still talking under $1,900) a monochrome CIT-414. Now, let's back up a moment. All are Tektronix™ compatible. All give you crisp dot resolution—640 x 240 for the CIG-201, 640 x 480 for the others. All have a built-in cross hair cursor. All have an addressable plot area of 4096 x 4096 in the Tektronix mode. All give you five types of vector variation. All are compatible with most major graphics software packages, including DISSLPA™ and PLOT 10™. So all give you great flexibility for business, design and scientific applications.

The difference between these terminals and others with comparable features is that the others aren't comparably priced. CIEET products have been tested as thoroughly. They have been proven in use by as many companies. And they have been performing at a level far exceeding their price for years.

They're perfect examples of our continuing commitment to the graphics world: the highest level of quality and performance at a reasonable price.

Our money-saving addresses and phone numbers are listed below. Just write or call.

**CIE TERMINALS**
A new company of C. ITOH ELECTRONICS, INC.

New headquarters and Southern California sales office: 2505 McCabe Way, Irvine, CA 92714-6297. (714) 660-1421. Or call toll-free, 1-800-854-3322. Other regional sales offices: San Jose, CA (408) 492-2346; Cherry Hill, NJ (609) 983-5075; Chicago, IL (312) 992-2346; Houston, TX (713) 777-1640; Atlanta, GA (404) 257-1814; Boston, MA (617) 935-5588; Ontario, Canada (416) 848-1360; Denmark (02) 921100.

© Tektronix is a registered trademark and PLOT 10 a trademark of Tektronix, Inc. DISSLPA is a registered trademark of ISSCO.
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